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Marble

The Art of Marbling

Camryn Carels, Fall 2018

Color

Grey

Off White

Light Gold

Marble Shapes

Design

Intended Users

The multiple and constant line work
with each color choice assists this pattern in
a layering factor with contrast to create a
flowing, wave like experience across the
entire pattern

The patterns use of being unpredictable
is what creates all of these shapes and unique
layering line work. The contrast of all five of these
colors is what helps this pattern succeed in moving
the eye across the page or fabric. It also helps
create that layering factor in the pattern

During the Sixteenth and Seventeenth centuries, marbling spread
throughout Europe, but the trade secrets were kept that way by only a
handful of people. They names patterns after their countries.
For Example
-”Old Dutch”
-”French Curl”
-”Italian Hair Vein”
These patterns are still being made and used today.
Apprentice marblers were only taught one step of the marbling
process. Some were actually forces to work behind wooden partitions
to keep the other workers hidden. The whole process of marbling was
intended to be kept a secret by certain people and families who passed
along this technique to their children.

The Process
Step 1:
First start by mixing your paint colors,
only a couple of drops can be added to the solution
to create the floating bubbles. If they do not float
you can adjust the medium (paint) by added water
to it, which thins it out.
“The Art of Marbled Fabric.” Seamwork, www.seamwork.com/issues/2015/02/the-art-of-marbled-fabric.

How the Pattern has Evolved

Step 2:

This pattern has evolved over time; it has changed and has become to
be made differently because of how advanced technology is currently.
It has changed the process from orgionally being made from hand to
currently being electronically printed from machines. Even though these
changes have occured, a lot of people enjoy going through the past process
to make different marbling patterns as a cool “DIY” project.

“Maharam - Marble.” Maharam | Story, www.maharam.com/products/marble/colors/001.

Pattern: Marble
Designer: Paul Smith
Wallpaper Producer: Maharam
Material Content: 65% Cellulose, 35% Latex
Repeat: None

From Marbling to Marble

“Maharam - Marble.” Maharam | Story, www.maharam.com/products/marble/colors/001.

Back then, a lot of marbling fabric was used as
decorative book binding. By the time bookbinders got
their hands on these coveted recipes, book production
had become automated with machines and detailed
craft was not valued as much anymore. Marbling became
much less popular until the 1970’s when crafts and
handmade books emerged and helped renew this old
art form.

The current use of this pattern is being created and used
in the form of a wallpaper covering for interiors. The designer
for this particular design above is Paul Smith. He is a designer of
mens and womens fashion but has been collaborating with Maharam
to create textiles wallpaper patterns for the past 15 years. Along with
The Colonial Bindery. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://colonialbindery.com/4_bookbinding_
book_restoration_gilding__marbling_workshops

being a designer for the company, he is also a chairman for Maharam.
In his designs, Smith uses a lot of cultural
references and patterns. Paul Smith became linked
to Maharam when in 1992 he called the CEO of the company
and asked if he could sew one of their own prints for his upcoming
collection, and makie it into a suit, which they had agreed to. And
The current marble pattern made
by maharam and designed by Paul is
intended to serve as a wallpaper. It is

ever since then, they have continued to collaborate and make
amazing patterns such as “Marble”.

The marblers had their own secret society who had learned the craft and art. Only people
who were born into it would be able to learn and pass on their knowledge to following
generations. This is because many people would try and discover this technique and steal it for
their own. To stop this from happening, marblers would often work at night in secret
destinations behind closed and locked doors.
Now today many years later, this technique is starting to become popular due to those
who have stuck around to keep this practice alive. There are only a few people around the world
but there are more practitioners of the marbling technique now than ever before. Marbling art
today can be used for picture framing, placemats, notecards, desks sets, origami, lampshades
and for covering anything like boxes and cans. But now recently the art of marbling on to
fabric has now been made possible with the use of acrylic paints.

Different Marbling Patterns

intended to be used as decoration and color
accents in the interiors of homes or other
buildings as wanted.

Stone Marble

French Curl

Start using the patterns tools such as the comb
or the rake. You can do this by dragging lightly through
the paint and solution. You can drag it in straight lines,
swirls or any pattern of you imagination.

Step 3:

The Art of Marbling

The Process of making the marble pattern in called “Marbling”. This technique started in the
1100’s in Turkey and Persia. These patterns were also used for the background of official documents
and signatures. The art of marbling was then taken to Western Europe by Crusaders.
By the 1600’s, France and the Netherlands began using this technique for bookbinding, with
the marble design being placed on the inside of books, which is also still being used today.

Contemporary Design

Brown

Light Pink

Nonpareil

Marbling is the process of floating fabric paints on the surface of a
thick cellulose solution called “Size”, which is like an example of oil on water.
The floating paints are swirled into patterns. Which then captures the
design by layering a treated piece of fabric down on top of the paint to
transfer the swirls or other patterns onto the fabric.

After creating your pattern, begin to lay your
fabric on the surface, by letting the middle of the fabric
make contact first, then the rest of the fabric. Bigger
pieces of fabric can be difficult to handle but smaller pieces
are much easier to place down.

“The Art of Marbled Fabric.” Seamwork, www.seamwork.com/issues/2015/02/the-art-of-marbled-fabric.

Step 4:

Materials

Once the fabric has been sitting in the solution, lift
it out of the water, by peeling it away from one side and lifting
up. You can scoop up the remaining paint from the solution
with newspaper, so you can restart and create more patterns.

In the current form of the marble pattern created by Paul Smith,
the pattern is printed from a machine by technology, and then designed
to be used in the form of wallapaper.
In the past form, the form of this design was created onto fabric.
This fabric was usually treated cotton. There are also acrylic and or
fabric paints being used to allow it to float on the surface of the solution
when in the process of making the marbling pattern.

Step 5:

Tools

Finally rinse off your marble patterned fabric in cool water.
But make sure not to twist or wring out the fabric, instead let it
casually line dry or lay flat so it will not wrinkle. After letting it
dry all the way, iron the fabric to make sure the pattern stays on
and does not fade or bleed.

There are many tools used for the marbling process.
- Fabric (Preferibly Cotton)
- Fabric paints that can sit on the surface
of the solution

“The Art of Marbled Fabric.” Seamwork, www.seamwork.com/issues/2015/02/the-art-of-marbled-fabric.
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